Atmospheric Science
Interested in This Major?
Current Students: Visit us at the UWM Harbor
Campus, or email evans36@uwm.edu.
Not a UWM Student yet? Contact our Program Chair at
evans36@uwm.edu.
websites: uwm.edu/atmospheric-science
http://innovativeweather.com/

What is Atmospheric Science?

INNOVATIVE WEATHER

The Program at UWM

Innovative Weather is our 24/7 weather operation that serves
radio, utility, corporate, and transportation clients, providing
highly-customized forecasts on a subscription basis. We focus
on understanding our clients’ business needs and how weather
can impact operations, staffing and profitability. Forecasts
produced by Innovative Weather are designed to mitigate
business risk for the client. Students who work at Innovative
Weather gain hands-on experience in weather forecasting.

Atmospheric science is the study of short-term weather
and long-term climate, involving activities such as
weather forecasting, climate projections, air quality
modeling, data analysis, and basic and applied research.
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Some universities call this major “Meteorology.” We
call it Atmospheric Science because our program is
much broader than just weather forecasting. Through
our major, students obtain a solid foundation in both
weather and climate, the tools used to study them,
and their consequences to people and organizations.
Atmospheric Science students at UWM have unique
opportunities not found at any other university in the
state or region. Our Innovative Weather program
provides students with paid internships in weather
forecasting and communication, helping partners
such as We Energies, Summerfest, and MMSD make
decisions to protect their interests and communities
against hazardous weather. Students can become
involved in undergraduate research, and several of
our students have recently received national awards
for their research! Our program is also home to the
first-of-its-kind faculty-led study abroad program to
Mexico, “Air Pollution and Ancient Cultures,” which
takes place each January. Finally, we have two active
student-led clubs, The Climate Consensus and the
Atmospheric Science Club at UWM!

Where Can I Work?

While TV weather forecasting may be the most
famous job outcome for an Atmospheric Science
major, there are a limited number of these jobs
nationally. Most majors work in other areas of the
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field such as research, consulting, forecasting, and teaching.
As more companies realize the impact weather can have on
business operations, more job opportunities are opening in
the private sector, and this is the sector with the greatest
projected job growth.
Private Sector. Consulting firms are the fastest-growing
employer in the atmospheric sciences. Here, atmospheric
scientists are employed in jobs such as weather forecasting,
climate consulting, and applied research. Some graduates
work as risk assessors for insurance firms, resource allocators
for power companies, and stock futures pricers for investors.
Others find related work in computer science and aviation.
Private sector atmospheric scientists hold university degrees
ranging from a bachelor's degree up to and including the
doctorate.
Federal Government. Agencies such as NASA, NOAA, and
the EPA employ many meteorologists in both operations
(forecasting) and research (climate studies, severe weather
analysis, development of forecast tools, air pollution control).
The Department of Defense, principally the Air Force and
Navy, also employs many meteorologists in forecasting and
research positions. Degree-holders in this sector are about
evenly split between the bachelor's, master's, and doctorate.

Where Atmospheric Scientists Work
• 7% Broadcasting
• 24% Education
• 33% Government
• 36% Private Sector
- recent American Meteorological Society study

Local and State Governments. Local and state
governments employ meteorologists in a range of
positions such as emergency management or airpollution monitoring. Most have a bachelor's or
master's degree.
Education. Atmospheric scientists teach and conduct
research in colleges and universities, and are science
educators in K-12 schools. Most university positions
require a doctorate. In K-12 schools, a bachelor's
degree with a teaching certification is required.
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Broadcast Meteorology. The typical career path for
these individuals begins at a small market television
station before later advancing to larger markets and
commensurately higher salaries. Most broadcast
meteorologists have a bachelor's degree, often
augmenting their studies with on-camera experience
gained through an internship with a local TV station.
Salaries vary by employment sector, education level,
experience, and ability. According to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, median salaries as of May 2020
were $93,000 for broadcast meteorologists, $107,000
for federal government employees, and $111,000 for
research scientists and university faculty. Earlycareer individuals' salaries, particularly those
entering the job market with a bachelor's degree,
averaged $52,000, increasing to $153,000 for latecareer individuals.

The Major

The Atmospheric Science major includes preparatory,
core, and specialized coursework. Students complete
preparatory courses in Atmospheric Science, Math,
Physics, Chemistry, and Computer Science, as well as
UWM's General Education Requirements, in their
first two years on campus. The core and specialized
curricula are completed in students' last two years.
We offer specializations in atmospheric science,
climate and environmental science, broadcasting,
and operational meteorology. Our major meets all
requirements for federal government employment as
a meteorologist, whether with the NWS or another
agency.

The required preparatory classes are:
Atm Sci 101

Introductory Atmospheric Sciences Seminar

Math 115
Math 231, 232, & 233

Precalculus
Calculus and Analytic Geometry I, II, and III

Math 234
or
Math 240

Linear Algebra and Differential Equations
or
Matrices and Applications

Physics 209 & 214

Physics I (Calculus Treatment) with Laboratory

Physics 215

Physics II (Calculus Treatment)

Comp Sci 202

Introductory Programming using Python

Chem 102

General Chemistry

The core courses are:
Atm Sci 240

Introduction to Meteorology

Atm Sci 250

Introduction to Climate Science

Atm Sci 330

Air-Pollution Meteorology

Atm Sci 350

Atmospheric Thermodynamics

Atm Sci 351/352

Dynamic Meteorology I and II

Atm Sci 360/361

Synoptic Meteorology I and II

Atm Sci 464

Physical Meteorology: Cloud Physics

Atm Sci 511

Seminar in Atmospheric Radiation and
Remote Sensing

Math 320

Intro to Differential Equations

Since most of the courses in the program build on each other,
students considering the Atmospheric Science major should
meet with their advisors to plan their schedule each semester.
A student who misses one of the prerequisite classes when it
is offered can experience delays in completing the program.

The Minor

Students must complete at least 18 Atm Sci credits, including
Atm Sci 240. Nine of the remaining 14 credits must be from
Atm Sci classes at the 300-level or above.

Combinations with other Fields

Atmospheric Sciences professionals work extensively with
computers, and advanced, specialized training can have
significant career benefits. An Atmospheric Science major
can be profitably combined with coursework in geographic
information studies (GIS), communications, climate and
freshwater studies, physics, mathematics, and statistics. A
student can do this by majoring in Atmospheric Science and
minoring in another field or by completing a double major.

Programs and Events

The program has two active student organizations, The
Climate Consensus and Atmospheric Science Club, both of
which hold many social and professional-development
activities throughout the year. Additionally, the program
annually hosts several world-renowned experts in the
atmospheric sciences, and students can meet and interact
with them in both formal and informal settings.
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Atmospheric Science 4 Year Plan
School of Freshwater Sciences
This sample four-year plan shows just one possible pathway to earning a degree with the Atmospheric Science major in four years.
This plan does not replace advice from your advisor, and you are cautioned to meet regularly with your advisor to personalize this
plan to match your interests and circumstances. This plan follows the major and degree requirements for students who begin their
college education in Fall 2022 or later.
Degree Requirements (brief summary):
1.

Oral and Written Communication (OWC) - English 102 and
one OWC-Part B course.

2.

Quantitative Literacy - Students automatically complete this
requirement through the major's required Math courses.

3.

Foreign Language – 2 semesters of a single foreign language.
This requirement is automatically completed for students who
completed 2 years of a single foreign language in high school.
Humanities – 6 credits
Social Sciences – 6 credits

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Natural Sciences – 6 credits, including at least one laboratory
course. Students automatically complete this requirement
through the major's required courses.
Arts – 3 credits
Cultural Diversity – 3 credits, usually accomplished in
conjunction with a Humanities or Social Sciences course.
Complete the Atmospheric Science major requirements:
• At least 15 upper-level credits in the major at the
300-level or above completed at UWM.
• Chem 102
• Math 115, 231, 232, 233, 234 or 240, and 320
• CompSci 202
• Physics 209, 210, and 214
• Atm Sci 101, 240, 250, 330, 350, 351, 352, 360, 361,
464, and 511
• At least 15 credits of approved electives from a list
of nearly 50 courses. Students may complete this
requirement by following one of the following
concentrations:
i. Foundations - Atm Sci 480, 500, 600; Math 321, 322.
ii. Broadcasting - JAMS 101 (Social Sciences GER), 201
(OWC-B GER), 204, 302, 325, 342; Atm Sci 460.
iii. Climate and Environmental Sciences - Civ Eng 311;
Frshwtr 392; Geog 450; Atm Sci 480, 505.

Sample Four-Year Plan:
There are hundreds of courses that satisfy campus-wide degree
requirements, and many of these courses can count towards more
than one requirement. However, Atmospheric Science courses are
highly structured and are offered on a specific rotation. Students
are encouraged to regularly meet with their advisor to personalize
this plan and make sure that they are on-track toward graduation.
This plan assumes that a student's first required Math course is
Math 115 (Precalculus) and that they did not complete the
foreign language requirement in high school.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

Atm Sci 101

Atm Sci 100

Math 115 (depending
on Math placement)

Math 231

Chem 102

CompSci 202

English 101

English 102

Social Science/Cultural Div.

Humanities

Math 232

Atm Sci 240

Physics 209

Atm Sci 250

Physics 214

Math 233

Arts GER
Oral & Written Comm. Part B

Physics 210

Atm Sci 351

Atm Sci 352

Atm Sci 360

Atm Sci 361

Atm Sci Concentration/Elective Atm Sci Concentration/Elective
Math 234 or 240

Humanities
Social Sciences

Year 4

Atm Sci 330

Atm Sci 464

Atm Sci 350

Atm Sci 511

Atm Sci Concentration/Elective Atm Sci Concentration/Elective
Math 320

Atm Sci Concentration/Elective

1st Sem. Foreign Language

2nd Sem. Foreign Language

iv. Operational Meteorology - JAMS 325; Geog 215, 310;
two from Atm Sci 460, 470, and 695.
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